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effect came when the higher prices paid for gold—set arbi-
trarily each morning over the president's breakfast tray in
consultation with Warren, Farm Credit Administrator Henry
Morgenthau, jr., and Jesse Jones of the RFC—promptly be-
gan to siphon gold, ultimately to the amount of over four-
teen billion dollars, from many lands into the vaults of Fort
Knox, Kentucky. This gold-purchase plan, operative from
October 25, 1933, through January, 1934, failed appre-
ciably to lift the domestic commodity price level, while the
variations it decreed from day to day proved unsettling to
confidence and stability.
The silver-purchase act of June 19, 1934, forced through
Congress by the silver bloc after agreement with the presi-
dent, was also inflationary in intent. Its most tangible result
was not only to boost domestic silver but to acquire a billion
dollars of foreign silver at prices well above market value,
and to deposit the bullion largely in the vaults at West Point.
But. while the nation bade fair to become a cemetery for the
world's precious metals, the effect of these manipulations
upon prices was hardly the moderate reflation for which the
planners prayed, nor certainly the uncontrolled inflation
which Wall Street foretold. Reflected in such monetary pol-
icies, however, was that not uncommon blend of unrealism,
gay extemporizing and shrewd politics enmeshed with so
much of the honest, sincere and often eminently practical
humanitarianism of the New Deal A president who tried
everything was bound to make mistakes.
Underlying most federal activities of these early months
was the assumption that money and credit, the price and
profit system, had broken down under the bufferings of de-
pression, and that to let nature take its course would be both
slow and ruinous. The flow of money must be invigorated
by government spending, the track toward prosperity
smoothed for worker and consumer. Since virtually every
consumer is a producer and every producer a consumer, it was
argued that four interlocking processes would benefit the

